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How does MDS interplay with 
the destruction of Mother Earth

Majority don’t view this   
Rarely associate MDS with the degradation of the environment.
Generally: MDS is considered a human rights abuse
Fundamentally: can be discussed as a political issue, or an issue of 
inequality.
Today is short time
An overview of how your choices affect the econ-system around the 
world
Point out briefly the correlation with MDS
Many info sites BUT: Kevin Bales’ BLOOD and EARTH: Modern Slavery, 
Ecocide and the SECRET TO SAVING THE WORLD



Little glint on how you may be contributing

• Check your email over morning coffee, stirring in just a bit of sugar.  
• Put on a fresh cotton shirt, thinking of that special dinner for 

someone close to you  
• Cannot forget to prepare that shrimp dish with saffron rice tonight
• Hoping they will like your gifts of chocolate and gold jewelry  
• Balloons are in place  
• You make a cell phone call before you get ready to drive to the 

market.  
• You may adjust your eye shadow.



You just got slapped in the face with slavery 11 
times before you even drove out of your driveway

• Chocolate, saffron and gold:
• may be tainted by slavery

• Seafood and most shrimp:
• harvested by children/adults under abusive conditions beyond belief

• Cell phones and computers:
• depend on TANTALUM, extracted by the ore coltan, which is mined in the DRCongo using slave labor

• Gold:
• dug from the ground by children scratching the earth with crude tools

• Balloons:
• produced by child slaves in chemically hazardous environments in Bangladesh working 12 hour shift, 7 days a week earning barely 

enough to live ($2.14/week)
• Rubber in your tires:

• tapped by slave labors in Liberia

• Steel in your car:
• derived by pig iron mined by slaves in the Amazon

• The shimmer in your eye shadow:
• MICA and most comes from India, where 6 year olds labor long and hard for a single bowl of rice.  



We of the rich north, the consumer culture

• Objects in our lives are understood only from the point they arrive in 
our lives
• T-shirts from Kolhs
• Shrimp from Costco
• iPhones from a turtle-necked Steven Jobs
• Firing the charcoal up we got from Ace Hardware
• Fish from Walmart
• Chocolate bar from Kroger’s as we stand in line



We don’t think, we just buy!!

• Your purchase feeds into a vicious cycle
• Destroying lives and the environment when we routinely purchase 

many items
• Profits flow up NOT down the supply chain
• Fueling more assaults on peoples and the earth with every $$ spent
• Fuels a criminal motion machine that eats up people and nature like a 

cancer





Mining

• particularly artisanal (informal mining using low technology or with minimal machinery) and small scale mining 
• mining for cassiterite, wolframite, coltan, and gold: 

• minerals that are used in our everyday electronics including our laptops, iPods, and cell phones.
• often negative impact on the environment

• including through deforestation and pollution due to widespread use of mercury. 
• Lead to the degradation of the environment –
• soil erosion, 
• contamination of groundwater, surface water and soil by chemical extractors, and 
• poisonous tailing ponds: 
• all byproducts that must be effectively managed.
• theses areas will be hazardously exposed for decades to come, ultimately leading to even 

more unstable living conditions



• Miners dig up the riverbanks, 
• haul tons of soil into troughs jets of water wash a thick brown and 

yellow runoff back into the river.  
• This cloud of dirt pollutes everything downstream and   
• Mercury is used to extract the gold and remains in the air, water and 

soil 
• nothing grows on the land as it has been stripped of topsoil and 

vegetation



Mining

• UN Environmental Program:
• estimates 37 percent of global mercury emissions is produced from 

illegal mines
• harm ecosystems and have serious health impacts on humans and 

animals. 
• mining often occurs in remote or rural areas with limited government 

presence
• leaves individuals more vulnerable to forced labor and sex trafficking.



• In the DRC, civilians (including children) are forced to mine for conflict 
minerals by the Congolese National Army and various armed rebel 
groups
• Violence and rape are controlling mechanisms
• Illegally taxed, extorted and coerced into working in these mines.
• work up to 48-hour shifts in tunnels prone to soil erosion, leading to 

mass landslides and cave-ins



Mining

southeastern Senegal: mining of gold
created serious health and environmental challenges for affected 
communities due to the use of mercury and cyanide in mining operations 
Contributes to the forced labor and sex trafficking of children and women in 
areas

Guyana’s
interior gold mining communities have limited government presence
Guyanese girls are exploited in the sex trade in mining camps



Amazonian Peru and Brazil
Over 2000 small scale gold mines 
have turned 125 miles of rain forest into mounds of raw earth and 
ponds choked with mercury tainted water  
Dubai: most of legal and illegal gold is bought for worlds market.  
The size of Ford Field  
10% of the dealers there will buy illegal gold from criminals for below 
legal price
When its all added together at end of day, who can tell difference



Mangrove forests and shrimp

• Mangrove forests protect soil erosion, protect inland from hurricanes 
and tsunamis as they act as a “wall” to slow down flow of water
• ½ of all Mangrove forest have been depleted
• One primary cause is shrimp farming
• Another is used to make charcoal
• Tress are slaughtered to make room for shrimp farms
• When high tides, tsunamis occur, there is no protection
• Climate change is also destroying forests due to rising water 



Asian slave labor and Prawns/shrimp

• Shrimp ended up in top 4 global retailers:
• Walmart, Costco, Carrefour and Tesco, (also Aldi and the Morrisons)

• Increased demand from US and UK for cheap shrimp=cheap labor=slave 
labor 
• Recent growing body of evidence has documented forced labor on inland, 

coastal, and deep sea fishing vessels, as well as in shrimp farming and 
seafood processing. 
• The fish caught by these children are sent for export to countries such as 

America and UK
• USA and UK top destinations for shrimp, fish, canned tuna, and tilapia from 

this area.



FISHING

• 2017 TIP Report:
• highlighted forced labor on fishing vessels 
• occurs concurrently with illegal, unreported, and unregulated fishing, which threatens food 

security and the preservation of marine resources. 
• Vessels involved in other environmental crimes, such as poaching, may also trap their crews in 

forced labor. 
• Testimonies from survivors of forced labor on fishing vessels:
• many of the vessels on which they suffered exploitation used banned fishing gear, fished in 

prohibited areas, failed to report or misreported catches, operated with fake licenses, and docked 
in unauthorized ports 

• all illegal fishing practices that contribute to resource depletion and species endangerment. 
• Without proper regulation, monitoring, and enforcement of laws governing both fishing practices 

and working conditions, criminals will continue to threaten the environmental sustainability of 
oceans and exploit workers with impunity.



FORESTRY

• 20% of people in the world relies directly upon forests for food, income, building 
materials, and medicine. 

• Laws are often weak and poorly monitored
• Illegal logging
• Led to forest degradation 
• deforestation
• corruption at the highest levels in governments 
• human rights abuses against entire communities, including indigenous populations  
• international community has given comparably little attention to the workers cutting 

down the trees, transporting the logs, or working in the intermediate processing centers. 
• The serious problem of workers in logging camps sexually exploiting trafficking victims 

has garnered insufficient attention



Forestry

• Brazil: 5 million acres of forest are lost each year.  . 
• some vastly biodiverse areas of the Amazon are being cut down and replaced by 

mono-crops of Eucalyptus. 
• Any surviving native plants or animals in this region soon die off as plants 

compete for soil nutrients and resources
• animals starve due to lack of food or from consuming the noxious poisonous 

leaves of the Eucalyptus trees.
• Crop is used to create charcoal, which makes the steel and iron we use in our 

vehicles and appliances. 
• Eucalyptus is in many cases harvested by forced and child laborers illegally hired 

by labor brokers
• Indigenous people are driven away at gunpoint and their livelihood is lost, they 

begin becoming destitute and vulnerable and are at the brink for exploitation



Forestry

• Poor are lured from cities to a job  with “good pay”.  
• Literally taken to the end of the road to clear the great forests.  Usually at 

gunpoint.  
• Workers are forced to hurl the lumber into mass piers, which is burnt to 

make a special type of charcoal used to make iron and steel.
• Charcoal camps are rampant with human exploitation and labor abuse, and 

many workers face risk of severe burns and injuries
• “Slaves suffer burns and cuts, the heat is ferocious, and their flesh wastes 

away. .” 
• Unknowingly, the US and Europe consumer provides the incentive for this 

destruction of both human life and the environment" 



Forestry

• In Burma:
• Army uses slaves for logging which destroys the teak foresta and 
• Logs are sold to raise funds for more armed conflicts against the rebel 

groups.
• Loss of the forest and the armed conflict in turn create a displaced 

population vulnerable to exploitation and enslavement.  
• When Burman was working on their pipeline project, the government 

enslaved people to build it which also destroyed the environment and 
Mountain forests were destroyed.  The villagers then were displaced and 
vulnerable .  
• Then the government uses the $$ from the sales of the lumber for military 

assaults on the ethnic minorities opposed to the destruction of their land.  



Forestry

• You also have the destruction of the forests in Northern India
• This destruction generates more and more slaves.  
• Around the world, forests are disappearing at the rate of 150 acres a 

minute or 2 football fields every second!
• Again: 
• Local environment is destroyed
• People must move farther away to have livihood
• Most are poor makes them more vulnerable to exploitation



Agriculture

• Considered by the ILO to be one of the most hazardous employment 
sectors. 
• Particular risks:
• Exposure to harsh chemicals and diseases 
• work in extreme weather conditions 
• operation of dangerous machinery without proper training. 

• many agricultural workers are vulnerable to human trafficking due to:
• their exclusion from coverage by local labor laws, 
• pressure on growers to reduce costs, 
• insufficient internal monitoring and audits of labor policies, 
• lack of government oversight



Agriculture

• Africa, children and adults are forced to work on farms and plantations harvesting 
cotton, tea, coffee, cocoa, fruits, vegetables, rubber, rice, tobacco, and sugar. 
• In Europe, men from Brazil, Bulgaria, China, and India are subjected to forced 

labor on horticulture sites and fruit farms in Belgium. 
• Men and women are exploited in the agricultural sectors in Croatia, Georgia, the 

Netherlands, Spain, and the United Kingdom

• In Latin America, adults and children are forced to harvest tomatoes in Mexico 
• gather fruits and grains in Argentina, and herd livestock in Brazil.

• In the United States, victims of labor trafficking have been found among the 
nation’s migrant and seasonal farmworkers, including adults and children who 
harvest crops and raise animals.



Clothing

• Garment industry employs nearly 40M people worldwide
• Try to find one that is made from organically grown material
• One without synthetics made from petroleum
• Free from pesticides that harm the environment and poison the 

farmers
• One that had no toxic dyes that hurt environment and cause cancer
• Ones that are ethically made



• Increased pressure for high-yields so farmers can make a living forces 
farmers to rely on more deadly pesticides
• WHO says 2-5M pesticides poisoning around world = 40K deaths
• Spraying the field doesn’t just effect that area.  
• Wind carries it down-wind and onto other fields.  
• People eat the local corn and get sick from pesticide poisoning



• This application and removal of chemicals means chemicals seep into 
land water
• Chemicals saturate drinking water
• Saturate streams where fish consume it and then are eaten by locals
• Bugs drink water, are eaten by bigger animals who are killed for meat 

and ingested by people
• Infertility, cancer, menstrual dysfunctions are effected



Cotton for T-shirts etc.

• We all like wrinkle-free, flame retardant, UV blocking clothing
• How do you get those:
• Use of chemicals on clothing
• While US has strict laws on what can be used: rest of world doesn’t



Cellphones

• Over 91% of humans own a cellphone (7.6B people on earth today)

• Absolutely brilliant idea

• Cellphones need tin and coltan

• Tin comes from CASSITERITE

• Tin used to make solder which literally holds all our electronics together

• Coltan-effective capacitator for electronics

• Concentrated in only few select places on earth

• Getting these resources create and feeds conflicts

• You support environmental destruction and enslavement-we never see it

• USDept of State “the likelihood of your cell phone not being touched by slavery is 
pretty low”



• Sugar
• Balloons
• Rice
• Chocolate
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• Environmental degradation and slavery exist in a vicious cycle where 
people can be trafficked for labor that harms the environment or as 
the result of environmental issues, and where such environmental 
degradation places additional burdens on those who are already the 
most vulnerable to trafficking. Ending slavery and promoting human 
rights will require addressing this cycle



The problem

• Slaveholders are criminals
• Operate outside the law enforcement
• Laws and treaties only followed by law-abiding people, corporations 

and governments
• Slaveholders outpace the biggest polluters
• If slavery were a state, would have CA population
• Would have Washington DC’s economic output
• Be the world’s 3rd largest polluter behind only China and Us



• WE know:
• Common thread of those trafficked is the presence of a vulnerability 

that traffickers exploit
• Vulnerabilities are rampant after a natural disaster
• Homelessness is one top factor
• Recruitments take place near shelters/centers designed to assist 

others
• Ie: one of largest HT labor cases occurred here in US after Hurrican

Katrina: Southern Poverty Law Clinic website



• Unsustainable use of natural resources can and does “rape” Mother 
Earth and cause poverty
• Mining, logging and fishing exploit the land, forests and sea
• This is done using trafficked labor 
• Local people are robbed of access to livlihoods
• Are disempowered 
• Vulnerable to poverty and being trafficked
• Peoples in indigenous, rural and low income areas are most affected



End

• International Organization for Migration: The Climate Change-Human 
Trafficking Nexus
• Southern Poverty Law Center: Hurricane Katrina
• Eco Justice at ecojustice.ca
• United Nations Environmental Justice
• UN Conference on Environment and Development
• US State Department: Intersection between Environmental Degration

and Human Trafficking
• Kevin Bales: Blood and Earth: Modern Slavery, Ecocide and the Secret 

To Saving The World



End

• Mother Earth should be given the same rights as humans
• Mother Earth is a living entity that humans have sought to ‘dominate 

and exploit’…………..
• To the point that the “well being and existence of many beings” is 

now threatened.  
• If you believe that the rape of women and girls must cease, then so 

should the rape of Mother Earth……………..the are intimately 
connected



End

• Supporting equitable community based efforts to protect natural 
resources and preserve livlihoods
• Turning land into natural preserves, if well-planned and managed can 

provide for local peoples



• Certain industries face particularly high environmental risk
• Agriculture
• Fishing and aquaculture
• Logging
• Mining

• Workers here face risk
• Forced labor along supply chains

• More likely when 
• Yield is obtained or produced

• Illegally
• Unregulated
• Environmentally harmful ways
• Monitoring and legal enforcement weak



Exploitation and Slavery

• when the yield is obtained or produced in illegal, unregulated, or 
environmentally harmful ways
• in areas where monitoring and legal enforcement are weak.
• grows quickly amid the chaos of armed conflict, environmental 

destruction and natural disaster.
• These three things bring economic crisis and violence: two of 

slavery’s key ingredients.  
• What we fail to realize is how the two are so closely linked.
• Poor human rights = the fall of environmental conditions.



• The destruction of our planet’s sustainable biodiversity negatively 
impacts humankind, placing human life at risk.
• Cause-and effect relationship between environmental collapse and 

the subsequent risk to our existence can no longer be ignored.
• Certain industries face particularly high environmental risks
• The fall of the environment is seen as a problem with infrastructure
• Will look at poor agriculture, fishing, mining, or forestry practices



60% of the world’s poor live in ecologically vulnerable areas
rely on natural resources for survival
majority are women.
• vulnerable habitats are suffering rapid degradation. 
• nutritious food supplies dwindle
• once predictable water supplies become contaminated or dry up completely, 
• access to affordable energy becomes even more scarce, 
• loss of nutrients from soils erodes any hopes for future harvests, 
• communities become ever more insecure.
• For the rural poor, degradation isn’t just about the environment. 
• increased competition for livelihood resources and fuels conflict within and between 

communities. 




